Characterization of genes for polyamine modulon.
Polyamines are essential for normal cell growth and exist mainly as RNA-polyamine complexes in cells. Thus, effects of polyamines on protein synthesis have been studied. It was found that several kinds of protein synthesis, which are important for cell growth, were enhanced by polyamines at the level of translation. We proposed that a group of genes whose expression is enhanced by polyamines at the level of translation be referred to as a "polyamine modulon." In Escherichia coli, most members of the polyamine modulon thus far identified were transcription factors. These transcription factors enhanced the synthesis of several kinds of mRNA and tRNA, and also rRNA. In this way, polyamines enhanced growth of E. coli. We also succeeded in identifying three kinds of "polyamine modulon" in mammalian cells. One of the mechanisms of polyamine stimulation at the molecular level was due to the stabilization of the bulged-out region of double-stranded RNA in mRNA. The procedures used to identify components of the polyamine modulon are described in this chapter.